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Here with, the writer testify that in this research paper, there is no 
plagiarism of the previous literary work which has been raised to obtain bachelor 
degree of a university, nor there are opinions or masterpieces which have been 
written or published by other, expect those in which the writing are in the 
manuscript and mentioned in the literature review and bibliography. 
Hence, later, if it is proven that are some untrue statements in this 























♪ So, verily, in every difficulty, there is ease (Q.SAlamNasyrah: 5) 
♪ Akuadalahaku… 
Rumahbagis’galacitadancintaku, kuburbagis’galalukaku, 
danajangkreasibagiimajinasiku.Aku pun terusmelangkah…(the writer) 
♪ My life is for love, fight, and art (the writer) 
♪ The mind power is idea, implicitly or explicitly(JalaludinRumi) 
♪ ‘Koll ‘ein o elhanaThrah’. Every eye has its look (Palestinian Proverb) 
♪ I have been a stranger in a strange land (Exodus 2: 22) 
♪ Use your imagination because imagination sometimes is more important 
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This study analyzes Self-Actualization in Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre 
viewed from An Humanistic Approach. The objectives of the study are to reveal 
the aspects of self-actualization in Jane Eyre and to unveil the motivations of self-
actualization, which happenin Jane Eyre and to know the impacts of Self-
actualization as reflected in Jane Eyre.  
This study is a literary study which can be categorized into a qualitative 
study. In this study the writer uses two data sources namely primary and 
secondary data sources. The primary data source and the object of the study is the 
novel Jane Eyre itself, meanwhile the secondary one is any literature related with 
this study. The data is collected by means of documentation and it analyzed based 
on An Humanistic Psychological Approach. 
Based on the analysis, the writer draws the following conclusions. First, 
the literary creation is a meaningful response of the author toward social reality 
where the author lives. Second, in Jane Eyre, Charlotte Bronte proposes her 
criticism by using the social background of England in nineteenth century. The 
last, Charlotte Bronte considers that love is not merely involving all the emotions 
or the passions, but also moral as a society norm. Moral is an essential element in 
human’s life in the relation with the feeling of love. Human being as a social 
creature in this life had to apply moral value in facing a good and bad thing, 
something that must be done or must not be. 
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